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Our story wrote its early chapters in 1960 in Bhopal, Madhya Pradesh where Dr.
Mohd Qamar Khan pioneered the idea of luxury hospitality and a Film Production
Company in India. The lessons self-taught, the inevitable mistakes made, the wisdom
gained, the prestigious awards won. All have formed the compass for successive
generations of “Dr. Mohd Qamar Khan”.
To this day, we still practice the most simple and uncommon of operational
philosophies that began with Dr. Mohd Qamar Khan himself and now echoed by his
Son Mohd Saad Khan & Nephew Mohd Omar Gul Khan:

“The guest is everything”.

Dr. Mohd Qamar Khan
Chairman, CMFP

Columbus Multimedia Films & Productions is India based film & video production
house having base at Mumbai & Bhopal! we act as a local production fixer &
production coordinator for Feature/Documentary/Web Series filmmakers, ad agency ,
television series looking for line production coordination anywhere in Madhya
Pradesh! we can assure highest standards & quality results are our supreme priority,
So far we have very successfully done projects in major cities of Madhya Pradesh and
provided one stop production & shooting coordination.
We had our first project as a Line Producer in Bhopal for the film Muhaafiz (In
Custody) – A film Directed by Ismail Merchant in 1993 and our ship starts sailing in
1998 from Bhopal with the film Shool – A film Directed by Eishwar Nivas.

Columbus Multimedia Films & Productions
is an organization which caters to various need of the media & entertainment
industries. With an ever-growing client –list, we are expanding ourselves into a wide
range of media verticals like, Line Production, digital marketing, digital
communication, experiential outdoor motion pictures, events, weddings & more. We
believe in serving clients with strategically sounds creative ideas. Our expertise drives
us to deliver the best solutions to our clients across every sector. Our vision of
delivering excellence also helps our client to succeed in their respective businesses.
Headquarter in Mumbai we have a PAN India presence that gives us the reach to meet
any media challenge.

Columbus Multimedia Films & Productions is a business-firm successfully
working in various media verticals like Line Production, Event
Management, Talent Management, Theatre, OOH, Digital Brand
Solution and Motion Picture, OTT Platform Release.

We offer Locations & services that help our clients to leverage their span
of audience. We make events that create everlasting memories to enthrall
the spectators. Columbus Multimedia Films & Productions with its PAN
India presence works in all forms of entertainment shows and advertising
media.



Our Vision is to become one of the BEST Line Producer & Event Management
Team using only the BEST PRINCIPLES & PRACTICES in Production
Management.



Well established by formal education, training, competence, experience,
professionalism, uniqueness, and happy disposition of each team member to give
not only the best services for every client.



To make every event filled with wonders and adventures by designing a unique
program for every event that will surely last forever in our client lives.

Our Services offers highly experienced & highly skilled production team & camera crew, world class post
production facilities & movie studios, blend with the cutting edge technology are easily available at a
reasonable cost!. From location scouting to securing permits, Govt. permissions and equipments, our
team members and fixers help in driving your project ahead of the deadlines.
Our line production services are available for all types of filming and commercial photography projects.


Location Scouts & Recce



Production Coordination



Commercial Films



Corporate Video Shoots



Documentaries



Feature Films



Web Series



TV Serials



Govt. Ads



Brand Promotions

Syed Hasan Rafi with
Kajol on the set of
“My Name is Khan”
Dr. Mohd Qamar Khan with
Shahrukh Khan on the set of
“Asoka”

Dr. Mohd Qamar Khan with
Kareena Kapoor on the set
of “Asoka”



Film & video production companies , ad agencies, film directors, documentary & corporate filmmakers looking for Local
Line Producer in MP of colors & cultural diversity, the local traditions which you will never exists anywhere in the
world, locations like magnificent royal palaces of Bhopal, Indore, Jabalpur, Gwalior, Ujjain, Satna! Phenomenal
monuments in Bhopal, Dewas, Dhar, Gwalior, Hoshangabad, Mandsaur, Burhanpur, Orchha, Mandu, Etc.! Exotic
geographical variety like Kaimur Plateau and Satpura Hills like Tamia, Madhai, Pachhmarhi, Vindhyanchal Plateau (Hills),
Narmada Sone valley, Wainganga valley, Gird (Gwalior) Region, Bundelkhand Region, Satpura Plateau, Malwa Plateau,
Nimar Plateau, Jhabua Hills, etc. We also have a team in States like Jammu & Kashmir, Gujarat, Uttarakhand, Uttar
Pradeshh, Hyderabad etc.



Breath-taking landscapes like Marble rocks alongside River Narmada at Bhedaghat, Jabalpur! erotiques of Khajuraho in
Madhya Pradesh, the elegance of Maheshwar & Amarkantak gives a unique ambiance & lots of locations freedom to film
directors, TV commercials, ad agencies, Corporate filmmakers looking to film at various more beautiful locations in
Madhya Pradesh can fulfill their needs!



Production facilities or filming permits during the various festivals like Khajuraho: Lokranjan, kumbh fair , Pachmarhi
Utsav, Bhopal: Dhrupad Samaroh, Bhopal: Rahtriya Hindi Natya Samaroh, tribal dances, folk music programmes ,
puppets shows & real kings and queens who can appear for films or TV commercials in special cases !



Our services provided with sound stages equipped with state-of-the-art tools and modern departments for production
and post-production activities. Here the company oversees the whole production cycle, till the delivery of the product
ready to be distributed in the movie theaters. Thanks to the innovative technologies used and the enhancement of the
digital production processes, the company is specialized in the reconstruction of virtual sets and in the creation of next
generation visual effects. Our services is governed with the 16 OTT Platforms to release the film with all the necessities.



We can be your local line producers in Madhya Pradesh, Our location managers will guide you the locations of your
choice and suggest you as many as options available, recce can be done as per your script requirements or storyboards
of TV commercials! Our location library has some ready references!



SYED HASAN RAFI – He is performing as a leading Line Producer of Columbus Multimedia Films &
Productions in Bhopal & Mumbai as well. Working since 22 years in Bollywood Industry (Mumbai)
as a Public Relation Officer, IMDB Registered Profile Mumbai, As a Public Relation Officer he has
accomplished many Bollywood Ads/Albums/Serials/Web series/Movies, etc. Coordinating and
handling many film projects for Bhopal, Gujarat, Ahemedabad, Lucknow, etc. He has a huge
connection in Bollywood Industry to liaison with any Male-Female Artist/Director/Producer/etc.



MOHD OMAR GUL KHAN – Working as a Production Manager in Columbus Multimedia Films &
Productions for past 12 years have covered projects of DD National Reality show “Chhoo Lo
Aasman”, “Gulafshan”, “Namak”, etc. Star Bharat show “Savdhan India”, “Crime Patrol,” A Telugu
Feature film Directed by Rudrapatla Venugopal “TAPPINCHUKOLERU” (Nobody can escape) etc.
Omar khan is an IT Engineer in Computer Networking, performed many cultural functions in
Bhopal, (Rotary Club), Manage events & creates short films/ Govt. Ads. Etc.



MOHD SAAD KHAN – Working as a Production Coordinator in Columbus Multimedia Films &
Productions for past 8 years. Saad Khan is a Civil Engineer worked for many Government projects is
now handling a huge field of Location scouting, management, team works, data management,
Government Permissions, convince, lights, camera, equipments, stays and every small to bigger
arrangements for the production.



LOCATIONS- Best suggested locations by us in Madhya Pradesh depends on your provided
storyboard, script etc. Location fees of Private Property or Government Property depends on
Location Fees.



BUDGET- It depends on your requirements, once we get your requirement mail, we evaluate
your budget and forward you as soon as possible.



CAST- Outstanding actors/actresses with good profile, with admirable acting skills and lots of
experience are available in our database. Once we undergo with your requirement, we can
provide you selected profiles.



PERMISSIONS- According to Government Law, Police Administration, Law & Order. It is
mandatory to apply for at least 20 days before the shooting takes place for all the shooting
permissions at Government Property or Private Property. If, not did so, Government will not be
responsible for the delay occurred in providing permission letter to the Line Producer.

Corporate Office Mumbai:
1B-410, Sai Niwas Society, Near Bhoomi Park, Malad (W), Mumbai.
Maharashtra- 400091

Corporate Office Bhopal:
Mezzanine Floor, Western Block,GTB Complex, New Market, Bhopal.
Madhya Pradesh- 462002
Telephone : 0755-4942042
Mobile: 9977792552, 9892543199, 9111026646

Email us at : columbusmultimedia@gmail.com
Find us at : www.columbusmultimedia.com

